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The gazebos in use during the last fortnight. The children have
certainly appreciated them in both rain and sunshine.

Dear parents,
It has been an exciting and rewarding fortnight in school. I have been very privileged to see most
classes in action as they faced their current challenges in the Maths curriculum. Only 3 classes
left to visit next week –classes 1, 8 and 9. It seems so long ago since I was able to safely observe
teaching and although wearing a mask and observing from the perimeter of each room, it felt like
a return to some normality. I must congratulate the children and the staff. The nursery children
are becoming number experts, as they confidently engaged in super hero school. Class 7 children
were equally sharing Farmer Coates animals! Class 10 were subtracting pictorially with confidence.
In year 1 their was a great deal of multiplication happening, some of it outside. Well done Freddie
for ‘proving’ the answer you just knew. I agree Sebastian, that multiplying is much speedier than
repeated addition. Sonny was on fire in working out how many groups were needed when
completing multiplication challenges. Class 2’s work on capacity was very tricky as it involved word
problems. I certainly found them tricky and challenged myself to check the accuracy of your
answers. You were correct of course! Well done to all and to the staff who enable the progress to
happen.
Thank you to SOFIA as the gazebos have provided shelter from sun and rain this week. Some
photos above show them in use.
All suggestions to support the forest school development are being followed up and we will set up
a ‘crowd funding’ page in response to parent suggestions. This week I visited a Durham Primary
school and Bamburgh Special School to see their developments. This proved very helpful in
supporting decisions we will make once the project moves forward.
We hope all families and loved ones remain safe and well and thank all parents for observing the
COVID safety rules which we must continue to rigorously apply.
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Reception children have been
initiating their own maths
during play time.

Year 2 children spent time comparing and measuring the capacity of
a range of containers. Class 2 enjoyed their learning and shared their
knowledge and understanding with me in their lesson this week.

